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MEMENTO MORI:

BONES & VENERATION OF THE DEAD
BY ZEHARA NACHASH
Zehara Nachsah is a Voodoo practitioner, witch, and ceremonial magician based in Tucson, Arizona. She is currently
studying forensic anthropology and makes one-of-a-kind ritual jewelry for all magical paths. Visit her website at www.
snakeandbone.com.

As a professional health care worker and
student of criminology and forensics, I work
a lot with death. Unlike most people, I find
death comforting. We are all going to end up
dead one day. Death is also the one thing in
life that does not discriminate; death does
not care if you are rich, poor, what race you
are, where you are from, who your family is,
what religion you practice, or who you pray
to. Death is a sort of a coming home after a
long journey.
I work a lot with bones, both human
and animal, in my spiritual practices. As
someone whose life has been entwined with
the dead from a young age, my abilities
to see and hear beyond the worlds began
growing exponentially when I started
working with bones. The more I worked with
bones, the more spirits would communicate
with me and with much more ease. I find
it an honor to work with bones; to hold
something so sacred that once supported the
weight of a living thing is a blessing. I always
think to myself, what type of energy did this
animal once have? I reflect on the essence
of the being. With human bones, I think of
the person: who they may have been, what
they may have done. When I hold a human
bone in my hand, I think of my ancestors—
of all our ancestors—of those who walked
this earth thousands of years before now.
It’s a sacred honor to hold those bones.
Maybe that’s why the spirits feel comfortable
communicating with me.
There has been a deep spiritual connection
to bones over the course of human
history. In 1914, an amateur archaeologist
named Ernest Roulin discovered cranial

amulets dated to about 3500 B.C. during
the Neolithic period. The cranial amulets
were oval and had holes drilled in them,
presumably to wear to honor the ancestors.
In Tibet, the kapala (Sanskrit for “skull”)
are ritual cups made from the top half
of a human skull. The kapala are used
in Buddhist and Tantric ceremonies as a
symbolic representation of flesh and blood
and, when filled with wine, serves as an
offering to the deities. Monks obtain the
skull caps (crania) from sky burials in which
human remains lay out in the open for the
carrion birds to consume the flesh until the
bones are bare. At this point, the bones are
carved and decorated with numerous jewels
and metals. Additionally, Tibetan Buddhists
play an instrument called a kangling, a flute
made from a human femur. This is played
at rituals and funerals as a reminder that
physical existence is temporary.
Bones are most notably used as divinatory
systems in different parts of the world from
Africa to Asia. Each bone divinatory system
is unique to each culture. The most wellknown divination with bones comes from
the Sangoma (Zulu) of South Africa. The
Sangoma use bones to divine and commune
with the ancestors on behalf of a client prior
to a ritual or for guidance. The bones are
thrown, and various patterns will form, at
which point the Sangoma will “speak” with
the ancestors and dispense advice or healing
to the client.
The keywords here when it comes to using
bones in a spiritual practice are “ancestor
worship.”
Ancestor worship is the veneration of the

dead. This belief system reaches far and wide
across the globe, and not only shows love
and respect for the dead, but also hinges on
the belief that the dead are still in existence,
albeit in different forms. Not only do the
dead still walk among us, but they can also
influence our lives and work as our spiritual
advisers. Moreover, ancestor worship is not
taken lightly by those perform such spiritual
practices. They require attention and offerings
frequently. They will not work with or for you
if you are not working to make them happy.
The best way to honor your ancestors and
the dead is by creating a special altar just for
them. I have included simple instructions for
how to set up an ancestor altar and use bones
as way of connecting with the dead.
Creating an Ancestry Altar

to set up. I use a white tablecloth because to
me it represents the souls of those who have
crossed over. On the altar, place photographs
of family members, friends, and even animals
who have crossed over. Do not put pictures of
relatives or friends who were unkind to you.
You do not want their energy around! Add
bones to the altar (and no, they do not have to
be the bones of your loved ones). The bones
work as a channel between you and the dead.
Burn a white candle on the altar (I prefer
7-day jar candles, since you can leave them
burning for a while), and always remember
to never leave a candle unattended. If your
loved ones had something special they liked—
flower, scent, alcohol, etc.—leave that for
them. Most importantly, leave several small
glasses filled with water. These will need to be
changed daily, as this is the way you will give
an offering to the dead.

Ancestor altars should be a place of comfort
You have now created a sacred space in which
for you. A place where you can go and speak
with your loved ones whenever you need to. A you can communicate with your loved ones
place where you can go for guidance that you daily.
know you will receive.
Honoring the dead with bones is not a scary
Find a nice place in your home where you can thing: it’s reverence for the being that once
set up the altar. I like my ancestor altar in my covered them and reminds us of our own
mortality. Someday, we will walk with the
living room because I always see it and am
ancestors ourselves.
reminded that I am always being guided by
my loved ones.
Vivamus, moriendum est. Let us live—we
must die.
Once you have found a place, it is now time

